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This paper studies a series representation for the Jost function associated with a 
Dirac system. Under suitable hypotheses the series yields the asymptotic form of the 
Titchmarsh-Weyl coefficient, valid not only in sectors of the upper halfplane but 
also the real axis. The asymptotic form of the spectral function, higher derivatives 
of the Jost function, and the limiting form of the asymptotic phase are also 
considered. Extensions of certain scattering formulas known in the Schriidinger case 
are given for the Dirac system. '(' l9R9 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We will consider a Dirac system of the form 
y' = 
! 
P(X) 
--1+c-vu,(x) 
i+“;(yx’)y, y=(;;),O<x<m, (1.1) 
where c 3 0 is a constant, 1 is the complex spectral parameter, and the real 
coefficients p(x) and vk(x) satisfy, to begin with, 
P(X), U,(X)EL’CO, 00). (1.2) 
Later, we shall place further restrictions on these functions (see Eq. (2.24)). 
Therefore (1.1 f is regular at x = 0, but aside from this the system may be 
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viewed physically as the radical equation in relativistic quantum mechanics 
for a particle in a field of potential P(x), where 
P(x) = 
( 
P(X) u,(x) 
-uz(x) -P(X) > 
E L’[O, co) 
It is well known [7, 161 that the spectrum of the operator T associated 
with (1.1 ), condition (1.2), and a selfadjoint boundary condition at x = 0 is 
discrete in (-c, c) and absolutely continuous outside this gap. In operator 
theoretic terms T acts in the Hilbert space H of all vector valued 
measurable functions f = ($) satisfying SF ( ifi ( 2 + If2 I*) -C co. Letting D 
denote the set of locally absolutely continuousfe H which satisfy 
f,(O)=O, (1.3) 
we define T: D+H by T(y)=(y -A)Y’-(“~;~ ,,“,.)y, which makes (1.1) 
equivalent to T(y) = Ay. We will discuss more general boundary conditions 
than (1.3) in Section 3. 
It will be convenient o work with the constant coefficients part of (1.1 ), 
q’= O ! 
I+c 
-i+c 0 ) 
vl, (1.4) 
and then to diagonalize the system (1.4). This is done in the usual way with 
eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues +_ io, where w = (A’ - c*)l’*. 
When 2 is complex w is defined by taking the principal branch of the 
square root; in particular, o(1) = (A2 - c2)l’* is continuous on the set 
where E > 0. For (1.4) we thus have the fundamental matrix of solutions 
Yo(x, A) = 
( 
cos ox (I + c)/w sin ox 
-w/(1 + c) sin wx cos wx 1 ’ 
Y,(O, A)=z. 
It is useful to think of (1.1) as a perturbation of (1.4). 
Among the objects which describe the scattering of Dirac particles (1.1) 
are the Jest solution f(x, o), the regular solution cp(x, 2) of (l.l), and the 
Jest function F(o)=f,(O, w) (see [3, 11, 121). The regular solution of (1.1) 
satisfies for all complex I the boundary condition 
0 
do, A)= 1 2 0 (1.5) 
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whilef(x, o) is determined for /1 E S, by its asymptotic limit 
More precisely, f is the unique solution of the integral equation 
Yo(x- t) p(t).f(t, 0) dt, (1.6) 
for 1 ES,. It is easy to show that (1.6) has a solution, under (1.2), by 
iteration. 
Although in slight abuse of notation, we will think off, rp, y, etc., as 
functions of both 1 and o = (A* - c*)l’*, and will regard notations such as 
f(x, L) and f(x, w) as indistinguishable. However, u will be the principal 
asymptotic variable in the analysis which follows. 
In [3], p(x) =c(x-’ (x constant) and u, = u2 = u; hence the Dirac 
problem of [3] is singular at x= 0. A further assumption of [3] is that 
j’: xk lo(x)1 dx < co for k = 0, 1,2; however, (1.6) is easily seen to have a 
solution under the weaker hypothesis (1.2). Chadan and Sabatier also use 
the initial condition (A) instead of (1.5), so that their Jost function is 
F(w) = -fi(O, w). In general F(o) is defined by the Wronskian 
which does not depend on x, where y is a solution of (1.1) with general 
initial condition cos 13y, (a) + sin &*(a) = 0. Our determination 
comes about by setting x = 0, y = cp, and using (1.5). 
Setting 
(1.7) 
we call 6(w) the phase shift, or asymptotic phase, and IF(o)1 the 
asymptotic modulus for (1.1). These quantities are deeply linked with the 
spectral theory of (1.1) (see [3, p. 1341). While the regions 1> c and 
i < -c correspond to scattering of a particle (or antiparticle) associated 
with (l.l), the bound states (eigenvalues) are the zeros of F(w); these lie on 
the imaginary axis between 0 and ic, or rather in -c < 1~ c if we refer to 
F(A) instead. 
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The quantities in (1.7) all have analogs in the spectral theory of the 
Schrodinger operator -y”+q(x)y=~y,y(O)=O,O~x<co [3]. One 
centerpiece of this theory is the celebrated Leuinson’s theorem [3, 12,9, S] 
which asserts roughly that the number of bound states is equal to the value 
of the phase shift at 3, = 0 (6( cc) = 0 by convention) with due account being 
given for the “halfbound states” at A = 0; see [8], which extends Levinson’s 
theorem to the Dirac case. In [S], the authors assume that xp(x) and 
xu&(x) E L’[O, co), under which it is known that the number of bound 
states is finite, and prove that 
2(6(-c)-6(c))+dP,.+d,.=27cxnumberofeigenvalues, 
where A fr are indices whose values (0 or _+n) depend on whether there 
are halfbounded states at + c. We go on to find in [S] that the asymptotics of 
the Titchmarsh-Weyl coefficient m(2) as A --t fc are influenced by whether 
or not there are halfbound states at these points (see [S]). 
The present paper is a continuation of [8], although the reader need not 
be familiar with [S]. The main asymptitic result of [S] is the existence of 
the limit lim,, o3 F(w), where o ranges in the closed upper halfplane, and 
the corresponding argument lim, _ ix, 6(o). It is the case in fact that 
lim F(o)= ie-il,Z(“l+“2)/2, (1.8) 
w-cc 
Here we go further and compute the first order correction term 
F(o)=F(co)+ao~‘+o(w-‘), o-+03; (1.9) 
that is, we give the exact value of a. We present a method which, at least 
in principle, allows computation of further terms in (1.9); it is similar to a 
technique of Buslaev and Faddeev [2] for the Schrodinger operator. Then 
we apply the method to calculate in a new way the first order asymptotics 
of the Titchmarsh-Weyl function m(L). We extend a portion of a result of 
Harris [5, 61, namely 
m(l) = i- o-‘(ic + p(0) + i((u, (0) 
-%(o)Y2))+4~-‘)? co+ 00, (1.10) 
but we allow o to be real while Harris requires o -P cc in a parabolic 
region in the upper halfplane. In addition, [ 51 only has O(o - ’ ) for the 
error term. However, Harris has an implicit method for calculating an 
arbitrary number of terms in series (1.10). Our method is strongly 
analogous to an asymptotic series of C. Bennewitz [l] for the Schriidinger 
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case. Carrying the analysis further, we calculate to first order the 
asymptotics of the spectral function p(%) associated with the operator T. 
This comes as a straightforward application of the Titchmarsh-Kodaira 
formula. Then we study conditions which yield higher derivatives of the 
Jost function F(A). Finally, we derive some formulas for F(w) and 6(o) 
corresponding to various results of Newton [ 111 for Schrijdinger equa- 
tions with compactly supported potentials. 
2. BASIC ASYMPTOTES 
It will be convenient to adopt the notation of [S], and for this purpose 
we let Y(x, A) be the fundamental matrix solution of (1.1) with Y(0, A) = I 
for all complex 1. Letting 0(x, A) be the solution complementary to (1.5) in 
the sense that B(0, A) = (A), it follows that 
Y(x, 2) = C@, ~)>cp(-G AlI= 
( 
0,(x, 1) ‘pl(X, 1) 
o (x A) 
) > 
cp*(x n) . (2.1) 
2 9 
The variation of parameters formula for an arbitrary solution y(x, A) of 
(1.1) is (suppressing ;L dependence) 
Y(X)= Y,(xMVfS Yo(x-t)Q,.(Wc 
0 
(2.2) 
where Qy (t) = Q( t, y ) = P(t) y( t, A). Introducing z(t) = P’y( t), (2.2) 
becomes 
z(x) = eiw.r Y,(x) Y(O) + l; eiw(x-‘))Yo(x- t) P(t) z(t) dt. (2.3) 
The entries of eiwYo(x) are bounded when Im(A) 3 0, for Im(o) 2 0 there 
as well, and so (2.3), coupled with a standard use of Gronwall’s inequality, 
shows that z(x) is bounded for /ZES, by a constant that depends only on 
E and y(O). Thus all solutions y(x) of (1.1) satisfy 
ly,(x, %)I <K(F, y(O)) er’m(‘o’, Odx< oo,l.ES,, (2.4) 
where K(E, y(O)) is a constant. Now if Im(o) > 0 then the first term in (2.3) 
satisfies 
( 
1 
ei’o~rYo(x) -9 7 
- (I.+ c)/2iw 
X-,00. 
0/(2i(i + c)) 1 T >? 
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As for the integral term, its value is 
1 
i 
+ 0/(2i(A + c)) ( 
-(‘+ c)/2iw 
1 
)I 
eiwrQ lt) dt 
.” 
z 
Modifying Titchmarsh’s procedure [14, p. 1171 we see that the integral 
terms involving e2iw(x - ‘) approach 0 as x -+ co. From (2.4) and (1.2) we 
know that j: eiU’QY (t) dt = j: eiwtQY (t) dt + o(l), x + co, when Im(o) > 0. 
Consequently we may say 
1 
eiuxy(x) = 
w/(24 + c)) 
- (I + c)/2iw 
4 
x 
C 
~(0) + low ei”‘Q,(l) dfl+ o(l), x+00, 
if Im(o) > 0. For later purposes it will be convenient to replace this by 
( 
1 
e’““y(x) = A, (A) 1 
(-~~VW + cl) > +0(l), x + 00, Im(o) > 0, 
(2.5) 
where 
(2.6) 
for an arbitrary solution y of ( 1.1). When (2.6) is specialized to the 0 and 
cp solutions in (2.1) we write 
(2.7) 
The function A, (12) was used in [8 J to prove a version of Levinson’s 
theorem for Dirac particles. What we know [8] is that A, (2) # 0 for 
Im(n) > 0, and that the real zeros of A, are the eigenvalues of T. 
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The Titchmarsh-Weyl coefficient m(A) is defined for Im(A.) #O by (see 
r-71) 
6(x, 2) m(A)= - lim ___ 
X’cc q(x, A)’ 
and the function $(x, A) = 0(x, A) + m(A) ~(x, A) is the unique (up to con- 
stant multiples) solution of (1.1) in H. The asymptotic property f(x, o) N 
eioX((‘+;)‘io) implies that It/(x, A) = k(l)f(x, w). However, A, = A, + 
4M,Y and (2.5) applied to y = tj yields A, = 0; i.e., 
A,(A) m(A)= -- 
Ad4 
Im(A) # 0, (2.8) 
a fact which also follows directly from (2.5). 
Each A,(d) is analytic in Im(A) > 0 and has a continuous extension to 
the real axis, save for A = fc. It is real valued, for real y, in -c < A < c, 
and therefore continues analytically into the lower halfplane through this 
interval. 
The function A, may be linked with the Jost function Fas follows. Based 
on (1.6) there is the estimate f(x, o) = eio”[( (’ + f ‘I’“) + o( 1 )] (this validates 
the relation above (1.6)) which when fed into the definition of F(o) implies 
F(o) = (ficpz --f2cp,)(x, u) 
= d”‘((A + c)/iu) (p2(x) - eiyfJl (x) 
+ 4e’““)(cpl + (PAX), X-+03. (2.9) 
But by (2.5) the last term in (2.9) is o(1). In view of (2.2), 
l+c 
cp1(x)=- sin ox + 0 J[ 
x cos w(x- t)Q, 
0 
;l+c 
+- sin o(x - t)Qz , 
0 1 (2.10) x ‘pz (x) =cos wx +J[ w --sin w(x- t)Q, 0 I+c 
+cosw(x-f)Q2 , 1 
where Q = (g:) = Q,. Our notation has suppressed the A dependence. When 
(2.10) is substituted into (2.9) there follows 
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I+c 
F(w) = eiox r ( ) 
Y[EOswx+J~( -$sino(x-r)Q,+coso(x-r)Q, 
_ eiox [ l+csinwx+ * - w I( cosw(x-r)Ql 0 
;l+c . 
+- smo(x-t)Q, +o(l) 
w )I 
as x + 00. Converting to exponentials, the nonintegrated terms combine to 
give (A + c)/io. The integrated terms are of the form e2iw(x-L)Qk(t) eiw’ or 
e”‘Qk(t). The expressions jg e2iw(x-‘) iof e Qk(t) dt cancel out. Combining 
the remaining terms, 
Ifc iu 
F(w)= -i-- 
w s 
e’wf(QI + I o .TQ2)dt, 
which is to say 
F(w) = -A,(/?.). (2.11) 
So our A, and the Jost function are equivalent. It will be convenient to 
phrase most of our results in terms of A,. 
Following [8], we will reformulate A, in terms of the diagonalizing 
transformation 
1 1/(A+c) 
@(x,A.)=- 
( 
l/i0 
2 l/(A+c) -l/i0 > 
cp(% A)> 
so that @ satisfies 
@f={(i; _qw)+P(x(; A)+$$$ 
+ W + cl 02 (xl 
2w (4 -i)}$ 
iw+iv 0 p - id = 
0 p+id 0 
1 
1 ) 
(2.12) 
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where V= (u, + u,)/2 and A = (ul - u2)/2. Introducing B(x) = iox + 
i 1: V(t) dr and further obvious notation, (2.12) reduces to 
where the entries of W, are p+ id, la(A)1 and lb(A)/ have orders of 
magnitude U(o-‘) for large (~1, and W, E L’[O, co). Introducing 
$, (4 i) = ( 
,-Blxl 0 
0 eB(x) > 
9(x, i) 
(2.13) may be written 
*;=(e;B >) CW,+aW2+bW31 ‘,B eOB +, ( 1 
where q= m, + uwz + b@,. Hence Ic/, satisfies the integral equation 
We will also need the function I++@ which corresponds to the first column of 
(2.1); this is defined by tie = (eiB $ )8, where ?!l is analogous to @ Clearly 
$e satisfies I&= IVtjs, and the corresponding integral equation. Forming 
the matrix II/ = [tie, $,I we can group the integral equations together into 
the matrix equation 
tic-c) = w) + Jf @v, Al/ dl. (2.14) 
If we express 8 and cp in terms of ee and $,, substitute into (2.7), and 
combine A0 and A, into A(I)= [Ae(ll), A,(n)], then (2.7) becomes 
A(i)=(l,$i)[Z+~omK(l)$(t)dr], 
K( 2) = eiwr 
(2.15) 
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We will develop a series for A(A) by feeding (2.14) iteratively into (2.15). 
However, feeding (2.14) iteratively into itself first results in the formal series 
Ii/(x) = l/3(0) + 1;@(t) $(O) +j-; Wt) I,: m W) + ... (2.16) 
We are going to show that (2.16) and its formal termwise derivative con- 
verge uniformly in x for )I( sufficiently large. Since the right side of (2.16) 
satisfies the matrix equation 2’ = @?Z and its value at 0 is $(O), it must 
indeed represent +(x). 
So far in this section we have not placed any restrictions on 1 except 
,I E S,. In dealing with (2.16) we shall suppose that ;I is real and 111 > c, so 
that o is also real. For such w define 
M(w)= sup 
O<rcrn lr: @4, 
(2.17) 
where 1 ( is any matrix norm satisfying jAB( < (Al IBI and the triangle 
inequality. Quantity (2.17) is finite because I?‘= w, + a(1) ii/; + b(1) m3 
and fik E L’ [O, cc ). 
THEOREM 2.1. For real Iz, \,I\ > c, M(u) -+ 0 as o + co, and (2.16) holds 
with uniform convergence in x for (21 sufficiently large, say (II > IO. 
Proof. The term m3 is 
IV3 = (iu2/2) 
1 
-e2B 
B(x) = iox + i 
s 
x V(t) dt, v= (u, + vJ2. 
0 
Thus ih p3 is clearly bounded for all t (this is in fact true if Im(o) 20). 
Recalling b(A) = 0(0-r) it follows that the contribution of m, to M(o) is 
0( 1) as o + co, o real. A similar assertion may be made for p2. As for 
w,, we have 
iv, = 0 e-2B(p - id) 
e2B(p + id) > 0 ’ 
A = (v, - v,)/2. 
The contribution of @, to M(o) thus consists of terms fb ekziwsf(x) ds, 
where f E L’ [0, co). But a form of the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem shows 
that sup, #, e *‘““f(s) dsl -+ 0 as 0 + co, 0 real, fEL’[O, co). Conse- 
quently, M(o) + 0. 
Let I,(t) = Jb ii/(s) ds, Z,(t) = fb w(s) s: r%(u) du ds, and in general 
409/142/l-9 
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Z,,+,(t)={; @(s)Z,(s)ds. Formally, (2.16) is $=(Z+Z, +I,+ ... )Il/(O). 
We know that II, (t)j d M(o) for all I. Furthermore 
where C = s: I &r)l ds. We integrate Z, + 1 (t) by parts; that is, 
because Zi = lVZk ~, . Now (2.18) implies IZ,+,(t)l <M(w) [Z,(t)1 + 
M(w)ClZ,,-,(t)(. But /Z,(t)1 <CmaxgG,,., IZn-l(tl)l, and therefore 
If for n = 1, 2,3, . ..) we define R,, = sup, {Z,*(t)i, then (2.19) implies 
R ,,+I~~W~)CR,-,, n = 2, 3, . . (2.20) 
Further, R, = M(w) and R, < CM(o). Hence 
RZ,, d (2MC)“- ’ MC, 
R 2n + I d @MC)” M, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . 
(2.21) 
Series (2.16) is termwise dominated by (I+ R, + R2+ . ..) $(O), which 
converges by (2.21) (and M(w) -+ 0) for all t when o is real and sufficiently 
large. Since the series gotten by differentiating (2.16) is @times (2.16), the 
rest of the proof is complete. 
Owing to Theorem 2.1, we may substitute (2.16) into (2.15), integrate 
termwise, and produce a series representation for A(I). Specifically, 
Introducing some obvious notation, we write (2.22) as 
(2.23) 
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The next theorem gives the result of performing termwise integration of 
(2.22) and calculating the individual terms out to the first order w-l. We 
are specifically in pursuit of the expansion (1.9) (recall (2.11)) and so we 
want to isolate all terms of order o - ’ or greater, with remainders 0(0-l) 
or smaller. In order to do this we require that, in addition to (1.2), the 
derivative P’ exists and 
P’(x) E L’[O, CO). (2.24) 
Of course, (2.23) converges assuming only (1.2), but in order to obtain a 
series in descending powers of w we need (2.24) so that the individual 
terms of (2.22) can be integrated by parts, thus producing expressions 
involving fi - ’ ( corn p are this to related results in [6, 111). 
To set the pattern, note that the first term in (2.23) may be expressed as 
(l,~j)=(l,j+~i~-l+w(~~o,) 
=(l, i+ico-‘+0(d)). (2.25) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 1 be real, 111 a,&,, and assume (2.24). Let 
E(t) = exp( -i jb V(s) ds). Then A(A) has the representation 
A(l)= (1, i+icw-‘) 
+ (- (2io)-’ (p + id)(O), (20)~’ (p + id)(O)) 
+((1-co-l)@(m)-1) 
-ia!-’ I 
00 
upqt), i(E(co)- 1) + co.-’ 5 m u,E(t)) 0 0 
+(2cO-’ (E(a)- l)(p+id)(O)(i, 1) 
+(20)-l jom E(t)(p2+d2)(i, -1) 
+0(o) --I as W+cO,Wreal. (2.26) 
Proof We leave (2.26) in unsimplified form, for the moment, for clearer 
explanation. We proceed now directly with collecting the terms in (2.26). 
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Having accounted for the constant term in (2.23) (see (2.25)) we next con- 
sider A,(A) = (1, ((A + c)/w)i) J-F K(t) $(O) dt. By definition of r/(x), 
(2.27) 
BY (2.15) A,(A) = (J”: L(t) eziwr dt, 1; R(t) dt) cl/(O), where 
(A + c)’ 
wu, - ___ u 
w 
I 
E(t). 
We treat the integrals of these terms differently, owing to the factor e2irr” 
multiplying L(t) but not R(t). For L(t) apply Hypothesis (2.24) and 
calculate 
I Jw) z L(Qr2iw’dt= -,,-&-,” L’(I) e*““’ dt 0 0 
using integration by parts. The integral on the right has magnitude o( 1) as 
w --) cc by the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem. Now as for the term R(t), 
R(t) = -iw[ZV+ ~~(2~0~~ + O(w ‘))I E(t), 
which implies 
=2w(E(co)- I)-2ic(l +O(we’))j”oa v2E(t). 
Multiplying through by t,+(O) from (2.27), we calculate the first component 
Ao(8) of A,= [A,(O), A,(q)] to be 
iw 
--(co-J+O(o 
A+c 
-‘)I lox V2H~)g 
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and the second component to be 
1 l+c 
A,(v)= -G 
[ 
- f-40) io 
+i(E(co)-l)+(m) -’ + O(cx2)) jm Upql). 
0 
Now replace (A + c)/o by 1 + O(o- I ) and multiply out. The result is 
A,(O)= -&(p(O)+iA(O))+(l-cw-‘)(E(m)-I) 
s 00 -iaN’ u,E(t)+o(o-‘), 0 
Ao(~)=~(p(0)+iA(O))+i(E(cc)-l) 
(2.28) 
+cw-’ mi upq(r)+o(o-‘1 0 
as w + cc through real values. 
We are ready to proceed with calculation of the term A, (2) = 
(I, ((A + c)/w)i) JF K(t) jr, m(s) ds dr r1/(0). Using the same notation L(r) 
and R(r) as before, 
A, (1) = irn (L(t) e2jw’, R(t))j-‘(Ct,+a@‘I+bCt3)dsdt+(0). (2.29) 
0 0 
Now i?/‘, = (pm$‘+iA) p-2B(g- “‘), so the contribution from this term has first 
component j: R(t) Sk e2B(p + id). Using hypothesis (2.24) we integrate this 
by parts, and this produces 
e2iwse2i~ “(p + id) 
2iw 
eziws(e2’~ ‘(p + id))’ 
2io 
. (2.30) 
Of the three terms arising from (2.30) the first is (2io)-’ 1; R(t) 
e2’(p+iA)=O(o-’ ), by yet another integration by parts. The last term 
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(2iw)~‘S,“R(t)S:,e*‘““(*)‘=o(l) by an argument similar to M(u) -+ 0 in 
Theorem 2.1. The middle term of (2.30) is 
=i(E(co-l)(p+iLl)(O)+O(0-1). (2.31) 
We have yet to compute the right component of (L(t) .c*~~‘, R(t)) @r. The 
pertinent term here is 
s 
cc L(r) e2io’ j’ ,-2iw”e-2’5 “Q- iA) ds dt. 
0 0 
The inner integral can be treated as above; that is, it equals 
- eC2'"'eC2'JY(p-iA)( (p-id)(O) 
2iw 2io 
+$--j’ep2iws(*)‘, 
0 
where (*) is a term with L’ derivative. The term (2iw) - ’ (p - id)(O), when 
multiplied by L(t) e2iwr and integrated, contributes a term O(w-‘); the 
term (2io)-’ 1; eCZios(*)’ contributes a term o( 1). The remaining term 
gives rise to 
1 m -- 
ji 2iw 0 
2(l+c)p+i wu1- 
( 
(A+c)’ ~ u2 
)I 
E-‘E*(p- id)(t) 
0 
’ =I I om (p+iA)E(p-iA)+O(cF’) 
=I .jm ~(p*+d*)+0(~~1). (2.32) 
0 
Expressions (2.31) and (2.32) must be multiplied by the appropriate entries 
of Ii/(O), and when this is done we see that the net contribution of Et, to 
A, (1) is 
~(E(m)-l)(p+iA)(O)(i, 1) 
+&fom E(p*+A*)(i, -l)+o(w-‘) (2.33) 
as w + co through real values. 
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We now calculate the contributions from up2 and b@‘, to A, in (2.29). 
Beginning with pz, by (2.12) 
a(i) ,,x,=(yJ)u(n,(e:B -l’“), 
u=fi-l= -c0-‘+0(w-*). 
The contribution of aw, is 
5 cc (L(t) f?2ior 0 ,R(f))j$B -l,2B)~dsdlll(0). (2.34) 
NOW the term jp L(t) e2iwt jr, (iu,u/2) = O(w-‘), after an integration by 
parts, because of a(A) = O(w-‘). Next, the term [p R(t) Jb (ia,a/2) e*‘= 
1; R(t){ [(2iw)-’ (iolu/2) e2B]~-jb(2im)-1 e*‘“‘(*)‘], where (*) denotes a 
term with L’ derivative. Since u(A) = 0(0-l) these terms are all either 
O(W-‘) or O(1); recall that we still must multiply by Ii/(O) which is 
O(W-‘). Looking further into (2.34), j; L(t)e2i”‘Sbe-2B(i~1u/2)= 
f? ~(t)e2i”‘([-(2iw)-1e)~~~:e”r$m~~~~~~~~~e~2’~~(*)‘} =0(l), due 
to the term u(A) = 0(0-l 
To get the contribution of um2 to A, we multiply the above terms by 
appropriate entries of t&O) = O(w -‘). Thus ar2 adds to A, the amount 
(c/2W,Jm VE(l) jd v,(l, i)+o(o-‘). (2.35) 
0 
The factor b(l) q3 contributes 
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where b(L) = (2 + c)/o - 1 = co ’ + O(o ~ ‘). Proceeding much as with the 
aqz analysis, we see that bp3 adds the terms 
(C/20) jam V&E(t) j$-1, -i)-to(o-1). 
If we add (2.35) and (2.36) together we obtain 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
as the contribution of mz and mj to A,. This completes the analysis of the 
terms up through CC’ in (2.23). 
As it happens, AZ(l) is the only remaining term in (2.23) with magnitude 
larger than 0(0-l); thus we have only one more calculation to make. We 
have 
A2(1)=[om (L(t)e2’“‘, R(t)) j-’ F?‘(s) j-’ @‘(a) do ds dt cl/(O). (2.38) 
0 0 
Expanding m= m, + ati2 + bq3 we may analyse the inner integrals of 
(2.38) as involving products m, (s) mj(cr). All terms involving afi2 or bp3 
may be integrated by parts at least once, and when the result is multiplied 
by L(t), or R(t), and then by I++(O), the result is an expression of magnitude 
o(o-‘). For @i(s) qt,(a) we perform the c integral by JS, ekzB(p + id) da 
=[(~2io)~‘e’2E(p+iA)];;)-(+2i0)~’S~e,2iwu(*)’, where (*) has an 
L’ derivative. The last term is o(w-‘), and contributes at most this amount 
to A,. The terms ( _+ 2ic.o) ~ ’ e * *“( p &- id) can be placed inside the integral 
jk q(s) ds and worked out. The only term which contributes more than 
o(w-‘) is the one multiplied by R(t), and thus we find that 
&(A)= (20)-l j= VE(t) j’ (p2+ A’)(l, i)+o(w-‘). (2.39) 
0 0 
The higher order terms in (2.23) only add amounts o(cK’), for we see by 
(2.21) that X:=3 IA,(L)1 =0(&f(o)*). But under (2.24) it is easy to see 
that M(w) = O(o~‘). 
When we collect together (2.25), (2.28) (2.33), (2.37), and (2.39), their 
sum is (2.26), which completes the proof of the theorem. 
The terms sr E(t) V’(t)JA A and J; E(t) V(t)jb (p2+ A’) may be 
integrated by parts and combined with other terms in (2.26). There is other 
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obvious cancellation of terms there, and when these reductions are done we 
obtain the simpler version of the theorem, 
A,(I)=iE(oo)+ F (p(0) + id (0) + 2ic - 2c Iorn A 
iE(oo) 
M4=E(4+2U, p(O) + id(O) + 2c jam A 
(2.40) 
+lom (p2+A2) +o(o-‘), 
where A(A) = [A,(I), A,(n)]. 
THEOREM 2.3. The representation (2.40) is valid for lill31,, ~,ES,, and 
as o --f co along any curve approaching co as in the upper half o plane. 
Proof: Write (2.40) first in more convenient form as 
A(L)=a,+a,o-‘+o(o-‘), ~+co,~real. 
In view of (2.4) and the definition of A(A), it can be seen that A(a) is 
bounded on S,. Thus the function o(A(L)-a,)-a, is exponentially 
bounded (i.e., it has order of magnitude O(eio’“) for any p > 0) in S,, and 
it is bounded for 111 > I, on the real o-axis part of S, by Theorem 2.2. 
By the Phragmen-Lindelof principle [13, p. 1771 w(A(J) - ao) - a, is 
bounded in S,. However, this function is actually o( 1) as o + 00 through 
real values by Theorem 2.2. Another version of the Phragmen-Lindelof 
principle [4, p. 2371 guarantees that w(A(I)-a,)-a, +O along any 
curve approaching co in the o-plane, and this completes the proof. 
3. REMARKS AND APPLICATIONS 
Here we employ the expansion (2.40) to derive (l.lO), and then we close 
the paper with a few comments. 
(i) We use (2.8) and (2.34) to produce a representation of m(n). 
From (2.40) we may write A,(A)=E(co)[l+R,(w)] and A.(I)= 
iE(co)[l + R,(w)], where &(w)= ckw-l +.0(0-l) and the ck are 
constants.Then(l+R,)/(l+R,)=(lfR,)(l-R,+R:+ . ..)=l+R.- 
R2 + o(w-2), o -, co. Inspecting (2.26) we see that most terms of 
A,E-‘(co) = 1 + R, and -iA,E-‘(oo) = 1 + R, cancel when subtracted, 
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and specifically the only surviving terms are R, - R, = iw ~ ‘(p + id)(O) - 
cfK1. This is equivalant to -im(ll)=l+io-‘(p+iA)(O)-cw-‘+ 
0(0-i), and this is in turn the same as (1.10). According to Theorems 2.2 
and 2.3, we may allow o to be real or complex. By assuming added 
smoothness conditions to (1.2) and (2.24) we could calculate further terms 
in the expansion (2.26) and thus obtain the corrections of order w -‘, w P3, 
etc. However, these would be prodigious calculations and, when they were 
applied to m(1) as above, we would only reproduce Harris expansion [S] 
of m(1) through the terms of order I-“‘, when the nth order smoothness 
of P(x) is assumed. What we can assert is that Harris’ expansion is valid 
for (A( > A,, 1 ES,, and Im(w) > 0, that is, including the real values of w. 
(ii) The spect ra 1 f unction for the operator T is connected to m(n) 
through the Titchmarsh-Kodaira formula [lo, p. 1861 
at continuity points 1i and 1, of p(l). From [7] we know that Im m(n) is 
continuous for all 121 > c. Since p(n) is right continuous, but only deter- 
mined up to an additive constant, we may specify its value at A = c to be 
p(c+ ) = 0. Then integrating the imaginary part of (1.10) gives 
P(A) = = -‘(A - (c-t A(0)) In 2) + o(ln A), A++00 
A similar relation holds for p( -1); compare [lo, Section X.31. 
(iii) What hypotheses on the potential P = ( !“, $) ensure existence 
of the kth derivative A@‘(J)? Breaking down the definition of A(1), it is 
sufficient to consider only a term of the form 
(32) = lorn e’“WQ Y, 0) & 
where y is a linear combination of 8 and cp. Furthermore, it is enough to 
take only real values of 1, /I( > c. A given solution y of (1.1) satisfies 
j’(x) = ( P I+c+u, . -Il+c-0, -p y ) 
dy 
+ p=z. 
Converting to a variation of parameters, we obtain 
i(x) = Y(x) Iv) + Y(x) j; Y-‘(t) (-0 ;> Y. (3.1) 
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Since Y and y are bounded for real I # f c, (3.1) implies that j(x) = 
O(x), x --) co. More generally 
d”y’ P -= 
dl” -A+C-U, 
from which it follows by induction that d”y/dA” = 0(x”). Now formally 
8(A)=Joa (iieiu’~py,+ei’.‘pl j) dt, 
and of course ado = AdA. Consequently, the above integral converges and 
represents e if tp(t)~L’[O, 00). By iterating this process we see that 
Atk)(A), and thus Fk)(A), exist and are continuous on S, provided 
tkp(t), tku,(t), and tku2(t)~L1[0, cc). 
(iv) The derivative of the Jost function has been used by R. 
Newton [ 111 to describe certain effects associated with the phase shift 
6(o) given in (1.7). Newton’s account is for the Schrodinger equation with 
compactly supported potential. Here we give an analogous formula in the 
Dirac case for potentials satisfying tp, tv,, tuz E L’[O, co). By Remark (iii), 
dF/dA exists. It will be more convenient for present purposes to work with 
the o-derivative, so we switch notations from Remark (iii) and now write 
Starting with *F(o) = W[f, cp] = (fi (p2 -f2qp1)(x, co), we have fi(‘(o) = 
W[f, $1 + W[f, rp]. By using (1.1) we can show that (d/dx) W[f, cp] = 
-(ficpl +fid, and it follows that WX @l(x)= -jT, (firpI +f2qp2); the 
constant of integration vanishes because $k(O) = 0, the values of (~~(0) not 
depending on w. Therefore 
(3.2) 
where x is arbitrary and w is real. The left side of (3.2) does not depend 
on x. It is straightforward from Wronskian relations to derive 
cp(x) =& (F(w).I-6, --o)--I;(w)f(x, 0)). 
We are going to use (3.3) in (3.2). If we differentiate (1.6) we get 
fl(X,o)=eiwx[~+~ jx]+o(l), X-+03, (3.4) 
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where o( 1) is a term which is uniformly small for large x. A similar expres- 
sion can be written down for j;(x, 0). Feeding these terms into (3.2) and 
simplifying, we get 
as x -+ co, o real. The linear term ix rises from the second factor in (3.4); 
we have also used (1.7). Formula (3.5) is ,~direct analogue of a result in 
[ 11, p. 3533. Since -id = log F, 22$(o) = FF-’ - FF- ‘. Thus (3.5) implies 
-zsin2(wx+6)+0(1), (3.6) 
which is the direct analogue of [ll, p. 354, Eq. [12.90]]. 
(v) Since F= IFI edib, (1.8) implies that 6(co)=rr/2+J,” V. But how 
does the asymptotic phase 6(w) approach its limit? To get an idea we look 
at thespecialcasep=Oandv,=v,of(1.1).So herev,=v,=V=v.Ifwe 
write A,=JA,( eib then 6= --71-Q by (2.11). Also 6(w)-G(cb)r&= 
-A@ E - (Q(o) - @(co)), so it is sufficient o work with A, instead. Start 
with tan Q(w) = Im A,/Re A, and calculate the real and imaginary parts 
from (2.26). In this special case (2.26) reduces them to 
cc 
ImA.=cos 
(1’ > 
v +co-’ 
0 
-m-l joz vsin (jiv)+o(l). 
Then tan@=cot(J;o)[l-c*w-*+o(o-*)I. But @(oo)=n/2-~,“v 
implies tan @(co) = cot (1; v). Use the summation formula for 
tan( @ - @(co )) to derive 
tan(@(o)- @(co))= -sin @(co) cos @(co)(c2w-2+0(o-2)) 
and from this 6(w) - 6(co) = 0(oP2), which corresponds to a result of 
Verde [15] in the regular case at x = 0 and for the boundary condition 
fi (0) = 0 replacing (1.3). 
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(vi) Altering the initial condition (1.3) amounts to replacing cp by a 
linear combination y = c, 8 + c2 cp. By linearity the corresponding Jost 
function is given by A,(A) = c,A,(1)+ c,A,(A). 
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